Probing VH gene-family utilization in human peripheral B cells by in situ hybridization.
Recent studies on the genomic organization of the human Ig VH locus have revealed the presence of an important proportion of VH pseudogenes and a high degree of interspersion among VH gene-family members. The mechanisms of selection of VH genes expressed by differentiating B cells remain to be elucidated. We have made use of RNA-RNA in situ hybridization to probe the repertoire of VH gene-families assembled in peripheral B cells of normal adults. Cells were in vitro activated with mitogens and then hybridized to [35S]-labeled anti-sense RNA probes specific for C mu and C gamma genes, and for the six known human VH gene-families. We found that the numbers of cells expressing C mu and C gamma mRNA were similar to the total numbers of cells expressing members of the six VH gene-families. Therefore, the six known VH gene-families represent essentially the human VH locus. We also found that expression of VH gene-families does not closely correlate with their relative genomic complexity. This apparently biased expression may suggest that in some VH gene-families the ratio of pseudogenes/functional genes is particularly high, and/or that regulatory mechanisms play a major role in shaping the available VH gene repertoire in differentiating B cells.